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Abstract --- In pebble bed reactors (PBRs), pebble flow and coolant flow are highly correlated, and the behavior of each flow is strongly influenced by pebble-coolant interactions. Simulation of both flows in PBRs presents a multiphysics computational challenge because of the strong interplay between the flows. In this paper, a fully coupled multiphysics model is developed and applied to analyze the pebble flow and coolant flow in helium gas-cooled and fluoride salt-cooled PBR designs. A discrete element method is used to simulate the pebble motion to obtain the distribution of pebble density and velocity and the maximum contact stress on each pebble. Computational fluid dynamics is employed to simulate coolant dynamics to obtain the distribution of coolant velocity and pressure. The two methods are fully coupled through the calculation and exchange of pebble-coolant interactions at each time step. Thus, a fully coupled multiphysics computational framework is formulated. A scaled experimental fluoride salt-cooled reactor facility and a full-core helium gas-cooled HTR-10 reactor are simulated. Noticeable changes, such as higher pebble density in the cylindrical core region and more uniform vertical fluid speed profile due to the coupling effect, are observed compared to previous single-phase alone simulations without coupling. These changes suggest that the developed computational framework has higher fidelity compared with previous uncoupled methodology in analyzing pebble flow in PBRs. For the scaled experimental fluoride salt-cooled reactor facility calculation, similar hydraulic loss can be obtained as measured in the University of California, Berkeley, Pebble Recirculation Experiment (PREX), demonstrating the potential of the developed method in thermal-hydraulic analysis for PBRs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pebble bed reactor (PBR) designs, including pebble bed very high temperature gas-cooled reactors\(^1\) and pebble bed advanced high temperature reactors (PB-AHTR)\(^2, 3\) are promising future-generation reactors with inherently passive safety, high energy efficiency, and flexible online refueling capability. These features root in their unique fuel designs and operation characteristics: tens or hundreds of thousands of fuel pebbles are circulating through reactor core regions, forming
granular-flow pebble bed. Gas or liquid coolant passes through densely packed pebbles to bring fission heat out for electricity generation. To provide highly reliable safety assessment for PBR designs, one has to track the motions of each pebble and its surrounding coolant flow to obtain the realistic distribution of pebbles for full-core neutronic and thermal-hydraulic analysis under transient, normal and off-normal operation conditions.\textsuperscript{1-4} It is clear that a highly accurate and efficient pebble flow simulation is important for accurate full-core analysis.

Pebble flow and coolant flow in a PBR can be considered a dense time-varying fluid-particle system, in which pebble flow is a discrete solid particle phase and coolant flow is a continuum fluid phase. The pebble motion is governed by forces from pebble gravity, pebble-pebble and wall-pebble contacts, and coolant-pebble interactions. Coolant is driven into the reactor core at high pressure and passes through the gaps between pebbles, forming a porous medium configuration in the pebble bed. Because of the viscosity and pressure gradient, the major interactions between coolant and pebble are drag and pressure gradient forces. Existing work on the PBR dynamics simulation focuses on single-phase study; i.e. the pebble flow and the coolant flow were studied separately without pebble-coolant coupling.\textsuperscript{5-7} Pebble flow was simulated using either a discrete element method (DEM)\textsuperscript{8} or modified molecular dynamics method,\textsuperscript{9} accounting for the contact forces between the pebbles and between pebbles and reactor wall. After the pebble distribution was obtained, the position of each pebble was passed to other multiphysics analysis codes to perform neutronic and thermal-hydraulic computations,\textsuperscript{7} in addition to safety-related analysis, including earthquake impact analysis.\textsuperscript{4} However, no coolant-pebble interaction has been accounted for in the previous pebble flow simulation work.

In practice, there is a strong interplay between pebble flow and coolant flow in typical PBR designs. For example, in a helium gas-cooled PBR, such as PBMR-400 (Ref. 10), high-speed helium gas passes through the void space between pebbles and exerts a strong drag force on pebbles due to viscous stress between gas and pebble. Another example is the PB-AHTR (Refs. 2 and 3), where low-speed molten salt coolant flows through pebbles, exerting a strong pressure gradient/buoyancy force so that pebbles can float and move upward to the outlet at the top of the core region. These strong forces on the pebbles inevitably affect the pebble flow by changing the pebble distribution, adding to the effects from pebble-pebble interactions. The change in spatial distribution of pebbles can also affect the coolant flow dynamics because of the change in local porosity. Thus, the pebble flow and coolant flow are strongly coupled, and the coolant-pebble interaction must be accounted for when one simulates pebble flow in PBRs.

To provide high-fidelity simulation capability in PBR analysis, especially for predicting pebble and coolant dynamics, we implement a multiphysics model that fully couples pebble flow and coolant flow simulations and apply it to analyze pebble motion and coolant velocity/pressure variations in PBRs. The motion and rotation of pebbles are simulated using DEM with contact mechanics models incorporated for pebble-pebble and wall-pebble friction and elastic interactions. A drag or buoyancy force from coolant is accounted for in the pebble flow simulation at each DEM time.
step. An experimentally determined empirical model for drag law,\textsuperscript{11-13} associated with local coolant porosity, local coolant velocity, and Reynolds number and pebble velocity, is used. Coolant flow is simulated by a high-fidelity computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method based on local averaged Navier–Stokes (N-S) equations for fluid-solid phase.\textsuperscript{12-16} The CFD method can provide higher accuracy than the traditional porous medium approach based on Darcy’s law, which is used widely for low-Reynolds-number fluid flowing through porous media.\textsuperscript{14} The tight coupling of the pebble flow simulation and the coolant flow simulation is implemented by exchanging parameters, such as pebble porosity/velocity and coolant velocity, at each time step. The drag or buoyancy force is the coupling term that is updated and used for each flow simulation. Thus, a tightly coupled DEM-CFD computation framework is formed.

In this paper, the coupled DEM-CFD methodology is implemented and applied to model the pebble and coolant flow in two typical PBR designs. The first one is a scaled experimental PB-AHTR design facility,\textsuperscript{3} which represents typical fluoride salt-cooled PBR designs, and the second is the HTR-10 reactor design, which represents typical gas-cooled PBR designs.\textsuperscript{17} In the scaled experimental PB-AHTR facility, pebbles are loaded from the bottom of the core and move upward due to the higher density of coolant than pebble, and fluoride-salt coolant is circulating along the same direction. The major interaction between coolant and pebble in this design is the buoyancy force. In the HTR-10, pebbles move downward from top to the bottom, and helium gas passes through the pebble bed along the same direction at high speed. The major interaction between coolant and pebble is the drag force. In the simulation for both configurations, pebbles’ moving trajectory, velocity distribution, density profile, and the maximum contact stress on each pebble are calculated. These characteristic properties are the key elements in understanding the pebble flow behavior in PBRs. On the other hand, coolant velocity and pressure distribution are important dynamic behaviors of coolant flow in PBRs and are also investigated by the coupled methodology.

The simulation results are compared with those by single-flow simulation alone without coupling. Significant changes are observed, such as a higher pebble packing state in the cylindrical core region that is much closer to the random jamming state than those observed in the pebble-flow-only situation,\textsuperscript{5} which demonstrates the necessity of the coupling between pebble flow and coolant flow. Moreover, comparisons with experimental measurements are made, such as the hydraulic loss in the scaled PB-AHTR facility. Very close hydraulic loss value is obtained compared with the PREX experiment conducted by UC-Berkeley, which demonstrates the excellent prediction capability of the developed fully coupled multi-physics model and shows a great potential in the application of the thermal-hydraulic analysis.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes in detail the governing equations, models and correlations of associated physical forces that are used for pebble and coolant flow simulation. The coupling strategy between the DEM and CFD methods and numerical simulation implementation are addressed. Section III shows the applications of the
implemented methodology to the pebble flow and coolant flow simulation in the scaled PB-AHTR facility and full-core HTR-10 configurations. The simulation results and analysis for both designs are presented. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. DESCRIPTION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS

II.A. Governing Equations for Pebble Motion

The computation of the dynamics for a large number of pebbles can be generalized as a granular material simulation. Equations (1) and (2) are the equations of motion for the pebbles:

\[
\frac{d\mathbf{v}_i}{dt} = \frac{F_i}{m_i} = \sum_{j \neq i}^{N} F_{ij} + W_i + m_i g + F_{f,i}
\]

and

\[
J_i \frac{d\omega_i}{dt} = \mathbf{T}_i,
\]

where \(\mathbf{v}_i\) is the velocity of the \(i\)th pebble, \(F_i\) is the net force on the \(i\)th pebble including \(F_{ij}\) the contact force from the \(j\)th pebble, \(W_i\) the contact force on the \(i\)th pebble from the wall, \(m_i g\) the gravitational force, and \(F_{f,i}\) the fluid-pebble interaction force, which is a function of local fluid velocity \(\mathbf{u}\), pebble velocity \(\mathbf{v}_i\) and local porosity \(\varepsilon\). For gaseous fluid, \(F_{f,i}\) approximately equals the fluid drag force \(F_{D,i}\) plus the virtual mass force \(F_{VM,i}\). \(\mathbf{T}_i\) is the torque on \(i\)th pebble due to the tangential contact (shear) force, and \(J_i\) is the moment of inertia and \(\omega_i\) is the angular velocity.

The pebble-pebble contact force \(F_{ij}\) consists of two components: normal contact force \(F_{n,ij}\) and tangential contact force \(F_{t,ij}\). Several models have been proposed and studied to mathematically express the contact forces. Among these models, due to high accuracy, the model of Hertzian contact law/nonlinear spring with energy dissipation is chosen in this paper for the normal contact force computation. Also, the stick-slip model, which is dependent on the contact history, is chosen for tangential contact forces.

According to contact mechanics, the normal contact force \(F_{n,ij}\) between two spheres \(i\) and \(j\) with radius \(r_i, r_j\) and velocity \(\mathbf{v}_i, \mathbf{v}_j\) is given by

\[
F_{n,ij} = \left( \frac{\eta_{ij}}{r_i + r_j} \right) \left( k_a \delta_{ij}^{1.5} - \gamma_a \delta_{ij}^{0.5} \mathbf{v}_{n,ij} \right) \mathbf{n}_{ij},
\]

where \(k_a\) and \(\gamma_a\) are material elastic and viscoelastic constants respectively, \(\mathbf{v}_{n,ij}\) is the relative normal speed defined as \((\mathbf{v}_i - \mathbf{v}_j) \cdot \mathbf{n}_{ij}\), \(\mathbf{n}_{ij}\) is the unit normal vector pointing from the center of pebble \(i\) to the center of pebble \(j\), and \(\delta_{ij}\) is the overlap size.

For the tangential contact force, the stick-slip model is used combined with Coulomb’s dry friction law:

\[
F_{t,ij} = -k_t \delta_{ij}^{0.5} \int_{\delta_{ij}}^{\delta_{ij,0}} \mathbf{v}_{t,ij} dt, \quad \|F_{t,ij}\| \leq \mu \|F_{n,ij}\|.
\]
where $k_t$ is the tangential elastic constant, and $v_{ij}$ is the relative tangential velocity defined as

$$v_{ij} = v_i - v_j - [(v_i - v_j) \cdot n_{ij}] n_{ij} + \frac{r_i \omega_i \times (d_{ij} n_{ij}) + r_j \omega_j \times (d_{ij} n_{ij})}{r_i + r_j},$$

where $d_{ij}$ is the distance between the center of sphere $i$ and the center of sphere $j$.

The wall-pebble contact force $W_{wi}$ follows the same models as used in the pebble-pebble contact. The normal wall contact force $W_{wi}$ is written as

$$W_{ni} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{r_i} (k_n \delta_{wi}^{1.5} - \gamma_n \delta_{wi}^{0.5} v_{nw,i}) n_{wi}}. \quad (5)$$

where $v_{nw,i}$ is the normal component of pebble speed relative to the wall, defined as $v_i \cdot n_{wi}$, $n_{wi}$ is the unit normal vector pointing from the pebble-wall contact point to the center of pebble $i$, and $\delta_{wi}$ is the overlap size with the wall.

The tangential wall contact force $W_{ti}$ can be expressed as

$$W_{ti} = -k_t \delta_{wi}^{0.5} \int_0^t v_{tw,i} dt, \quad \|W_{ti}\| \leq \mu \|W_{ni}\|. \quad (6)$$

where $v_{tw,i}$ is the tangential component of pebble velocity relative to the wall, defined as $v_i - (v_i \cdot n_{wi}) n_{wi} - r_i \omega_i \times n_{wi}$.

The fluid-pebble force $F_{fi,i}$ represents the forces that are exerted onto the pebble from the fluid, such as the drag force caused by the relative motion between pebble and fluid due to the viscosity. Besides drag force, other forces may also be significant, such as the buoyancy force due to the pressure gradient, the Magnus force due to pebble rotation, the virtual mass force due to pebble motion acceleration, and the Saffman force due to the fluid velocity gradient. In the case of dense and slow-moving granular flow, the primary interaction forces are the drag force, the buoyancy (for liquid fluid only), and the virtual mass force. The calculation of these forces is related to the surrounding fluid properties and the local pebble packing fraction around the pebble in question, which will be discussed in detail in Sec. II.C.

In the discrete element model, the consecutive movement of individual pebbles is simulated based on Newton’s second law of motion. Explicit finite difference-based integration of Eqs. (1) and (2) is performed combined with the force and torque calculation in each time step to give the translational and rotational displacements of each pebble.

In each time step, the translational and rotational acceleration for each pebble due to the net force $F_i$ and torque $T_i$ are calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2). These values are assumed constant over each time step, and after the integration calculation, the new velocities and new positions are obtained. From the new positions, the overlaps between contacting pebbles and the consequent contact forces are evaluated. A vector summation of all forces is used in the next time step to obtain new values of $F_i$ and $T_i$. Pebble-wall interactions are treated in the same way as pebble-pebble interactions except that the wall is fixed.

The time step is determined based on previous analysis of DEM by other researchers, such as
Cundall and Strack\textsuperscript{8} and Mishra and Murty\textsuperscript{20}. In their work, a critical (maximum) time step for DEM is determined as $\Delta t_c = C\sqrt{m/K_n}$, where $K_n$ is the contact stiffness,\textsuperscript{20} and $C$ is a numerical constant, which is typically chosen as a value from 0.2 (Ref. 20) to 2 (Ref. 8). To achieve high efficiency and guarantee the stability of the numerical scheme, the time step $\Delta t$ is taken as a value close to the critical time step. In practice, the DEM time step indeed depends on specific problems. For the studied PB-AHTR and HTR-10 applications, their critical time steps are close to each other. For PB-AHTR application, $m = 7.23$ g and $K_n = 1.65 \times 10^7$ N/m; hence $\Delta t_c = 1.25 \times 10^{-5}$ s. For HTR-10 application, $m = 210$ g and $K_n = 2.54 \times 10^8$ N/m, which yields $\Delta t_c = 1.73 \times 10^{-5}$ s. We choose a moderate $C = 0.6$ in both PB-AHTR and HTR-10 applications. Based on these estimations and selections, a time-step size $\Delta t = 10^{-5}$ s is chosen for both applications.

II.B. Governing Equations for Fluid Motions

Modeling of the fluid in a multiphase flow environment, such as the pebble flow and coolant flow in PBRs, is based on applying the time and space averaging techniques to transient conservation equations for the fluid phase.\textsuperscript{21} In the standard CFD modeling, the numerical solution of N-S equations is needed. The locally averaged N-S equations for the fluid phase in a fluid cell are\textsuperscript{13}

$$\frac{\partial \varepsilon \rho_f}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\varepsilon \rho_f u) = 0 \tag{7}$$

and

$$\frac{\partial \varepsilon \rho_f u}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\varepsilon \rho_f u u) = -\varepsilon \nabla p + \nabla \cdot \varepsilon \mu_f \nabla u + f_p + \varepsilon \rho_f g, \tag{8}$$

where $\varepsilon$ is the average porosity in a fluid cell, $\rho_f$ is the average fluid density in a fluid cell, $\mu_f$ is the fluid molecular viscosity, $u$ is the average fluid velocity in a fluid cell, and $p$ is the average fluid pressure. $f_p$ is the total force density that is exerted on the fluid by all the pebbles that fall into the fluid cell. Accurately calculating the pebble-fluid term $f_p$ plays a very important role in obtaining accurate solutions from the CFD computation and, consequently, has direct impact on the DEM-CFD overall accuracy and efficiency.\textsuperscript{15} To account for pebbles residing within multiple fluid cells, a high-fidelity approach based on the particle-source-in-cell method is used in this paper to calculate $f_p$ in each fluid cell\textsuperscript{15}:

$$f_{P,k} = -\sum_{i \in \text{fluid cell } k} \alpha_{i,k} F_{f,i} / V_{f,k}, \tag{9}$$

where $\alpha_{i,k}$ is the volume fraction of the $i^{th}$ pebble that falls into the $k^{th}$ fluid cell and $V_{f,k}$ is the volume of the $k^{th}$ fluid cell. Equation (9) shows that the pebble-fluid force equals the summation of the fluid-pebble force on each pebble in a fluid cell, which obeys Newton’s third law and relates $f_p$ to $F_f$ on each pebble in one fluid cell. Because of the correlation of these two forces, the fluid phase and solid phase are coupled together, forming a two-way coupled DEM-CFD computational model. The
accuracy of these two interaction forces determines the overall computation fidelity of the coupling DEM-CFD model. Details of this coupling model will be described in Sec. II.C.

By calculating $\alpha_{i,k}$, the force from a pebble that is partially located in a fluid cell can be accurately accounted for. Meanwhile, the average porosity in the $k^{th}$ fluid cell can be calculated by

$$\varepsilon_k = 1 - \left( \sum_{i \in \text{fluid cell } k} \alpha_{i,k} V_{p,i} \right) / V_{f,k},$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $V_{p,i}$ is the volume of the $i^{th}$ pebble. To optimize the simulation performance and reach a good trade-off between fidelity and efficiency, the typical dimension of fluid cell is chosen to be three times the pebble diameter. Hence, 20 to 30 pebbles are distributed in a fluid cell.

A semi-implicit finite volume method with staggered grids is used to discretize the incompressible N-S equations on a three-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system. Patanker’s Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE)\textsuperscript{22} is employed to obtain the pressure and the velocity iteratively.

**II.C. Coupling Terms and Strategies**

As mentioned above, for pebble-coolant modeling, the major fluid-particle interaction can be approximately expressed as

$$F_{f,i} = -V_{p,i} \nabla p + F_{D,i} + F_{VM,i},$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $F_{D,i}$ and $F_{VM,i}$ are the drag force and virtual mass force acting on the $i^{th}$ pebble.

For an isolated pebble, the drag force $F_{D,i}$ can be written as\textsuperscript{12}

$$F_{D,i} = \frac{1}{2} \rho_{f,i} (\mathbf{u}_i - \mathbf{v}_i) \| \mathbf{u}_i - \mathbf{v}_i \| C_{D,i} \varepsilon_i^{2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $C_{D,i}$ is the drag coefficient of the single pebble, which can be expressed by the empirical formulation\textsuperscript{13}

$$C_{D,i} = \begin{cases} 0.44 & \text{Re}_i < 1000, \\ 24(1 + 0.15 \text{Re}_i^{0.687}) / \text{Re}_i & \text{Re}_i > 1000. \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

The local Reynolds number for the fluid around the $i^{th}$ pebble $\text{Re}_i$ satisfies $\text{Re}_i = 2 \rho_{f,i} \varepsilon_i \| \mathbf{u}_i - \mathbf{v}_i \| / \mu_{f,i}$, where $\varepsilon_i$, $\rho_{f,i}$ and $\mathbf{u}_i$ are the local porosity, fluid density, and fluid velocity around the $i^{th}$ pebble, respectively. To achieve high accuracy in the calculation of the Reynolds number and the consequent drag coefficient, local porosity $\varepsilon_i$ is evaluated based on the ratio of a single pebble volume $V_{p,i}$ to the Voronoi cell volume around the pebble.\textsuperscript{5} Other fluid-related quantities such as $\mathbf{u}_i$ and $\rho_{f,i}$ are calculated based on the particle-source-in-cell method used in Eq. (9). As an approximation, it can be assumed $\varepsilon_i$, $\rho_{f,i}$ and $\mathbf{u}_i$ equal the average quantities $\varepsilon$, $\rho$ and $\mathbf{u}$, respectively, in the fluid cell inside which the pebble center falls.

In the pebble bed, pebbles are stacked on each other in the fluid. The prediction of the drag force on each pebble based on Eq. (12) becomes inaccurate due to the effect of surrounding pebbles.
Various approximations and correlations have been proposed to seek accurate predictions. In this work, the voidage function presented by Di Felice is employed to calculate the drag force on each pebble:

\[
F_{D,i} = \frac{1}{2} \rho_{f,i} (u_i - v_i) \| u_i - v_i \| C_{D,i} \pi r_i^2 \beta(\varepsilon_i),
\]

where \( \beta(\varepsilon_i) = \varepsilon_i^{-4.7 - 0.65 \exp\left(-1.5 \log \text{Re}^{1/2}\right)} \).

The virtual mass force can be described as:

\[
F_{VM,i} = C_{VM} V_{p,i} \rho_{f,i} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial t} + u_i \cdot \nabla u_i - \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial t} - v_i \cdot \nabla v_i \right),
\]

where \( C_{VM} \) is the virtual mass effect coefficient.

For each time step of the CFD solver, the pebble velocities and positions from the DEM solver are used to first calculate the cell porosity based on Eq. (10). Then, from Eqs. (14), (15) and (9), the drag force \( F_{D,i} \), virtual mass force \( F_{VM,i} \) and pebble-fluid interaction \( f_P \) are expressed as the functions of fluid velocity \( u \) and pressure \( p \). By applying these interaction terms in the averaged N-S Eqs. (7) and (8) and solving Eqs. (7) and (8) numerically, the fluid quantities \( u \) and \( p \) can be obtained. Consequently, the fluid-pebble interaction terms \( F_f \) and \( f_P \) can be evaluated explicitly. These calculated fluid-pebble forces will be exported back to the DEM solver to solve the next-step pebble position \( X' \) and velocity \( v' \). It can be shown that, from the description of the DEM-CFD approach, there is two-way data exchange between the DEM solver and the CFD solver, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

As discussed in Sec. II. A, a DEM time step of \( \Delta t(\text{DEM}) = 10^{-5} \) s is used in both PB-AHTR and HTR-10 applications. To keep high fidelity in each flow simulation while keeping a certain efficiency in overall computation, we require that the DEM and CFD solvers exchange data for every 100 DEM steps, and the pebble positions, velocities and consequent fluid cell porosities are assumed constant in the CFD solver between two exchanges. This leads to a CFD time step of \( \Delta t(\text{CFD}) = 10^{-3} \) s.
III. PEBBLE FLOW AND COOLANT FLOW ANALYSIS FOR PBR DESIGNS

III.A. PB-AHTR Design Simulation

In the PB-AHTR design, pebbles are floating upward because the fluoride salt coolant has higher density than the fuel pebbles. This requires fuel loading at the bottom and defueling at the top in the reactor core. Several experiments have been performed to show the pebble injection loading, pebble upward landing, and pebble defueling process in a scaled facility, such as PREX conducted by UC-Berkeley, which used polypropylene-made simulant pebbles and water as simulant coolant. These two materials present the same actual coolant-pebble density ratio. In this paper, PREX geometry and material properties are used in the pebble and coolant flow simulation to demonstrate the capability of the coupled DEM-CFD approach.

The scaled reactor core in the simulation model has an inner radius of 20 cm and a height of 99.06 cm, with a 45-deg conic top cap and cylindrical chute. On the wall of the conic top, there are pore holes that account for one-fourth of the conic wall area, which can facilitate the outflow of water. A total of 8300 pebbles are loaded and randomly distributed within the core at a packing fraction of ~62%. During the recirculation, pebbles are injected from the bottom of the core, travel through the core, and are removed from the top of the chute. Meanwhile, water (simulant coolant) enters from the bottom of the reactor and leaves from the top of the reactor, with the boundary conditions of constant velocity inlet and constant pressure outlet. The geometry is shown in Fig. 2a, and the physical parameters for the pebbles and coolant are listed in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Radius</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Young’s Modulus</th>
<th>Friction Coefficient</th>
<th>Poisson Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pebble 1.27 cm</td>
<td>0.843 g/cm³</td>
<td>10⁸ Pa</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Dynamic Viscosity</td>
<td>Specific Heat</td>
<td>Mass Flow Rate</td>
<td>Outlet Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99 g/cm³</td>
<td>8.9E-4 Pa·s</td>
<td>4.18E3 J/kg·K</td>
<td>3.6 kg/s</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the PREX fuel loading, a total of 8300 pebbles are injected from the bottom one by one to fill the core. To start the simulation effectively, a collective pebble packing process is employed in the initial fuel loading modeling. This is done by first generating all the pebbles within the core allowing overlaps using uniform sampling and then by rearranging them and letting them settle down based on a newly developed quasi-dynamics method (QDM). The packing efficiency is greatly enhanced when compared with the sequential landing method. Using the QDM, the initial collective packing can be achieved in <1 min on a PC compared with >10 h for sequential landing. After the initial fuel loading, a recirculation process is simulated by the DEM and CFD solvers. Although the pebble recirculation is a dynamic process that exhibits a stochastic nature, the pebble flow and coolant flow will reach a steady state or a dynamic equilibrium state after enough simulation time. The “dynamic equilibrium state” in this work is defined as a state where the maximum variation of pebble packing fraction over consecutive time steps is less than a threshold (~1%) within any fixed local fluid cell in

Fig. 2. Scaled PB-AHTR geometry and pebble flow simulation results. (a) Simulation Snapshot; (b) axial packing fraction distribution; (c) radial packing fraction distribution; (d) spatial distribution of \( v_z \).
the core region. This will yield a <0.1% global variation of pebble packing fraction in the core region. Here we denote $T_{cyl}$ as the average time needed for a pebble to travel from the inlet to the outlet, which is 47 h measured in single-thread CPU time (2600 s measured in physical time) for the PB-AHTR simulation on a Linux-based Dell T7500 3.6GHz workstation. The dynamic equilibrium state can be reached within $0.5T_{cyl}$ from the initial pebble configuration for the PB-AHTR simulation (which is shown in Figs. 2b and 2c), and the simulation stops at $3T_{cyl}$. The final simulation solutions, such as pebble packing fraction distribution, contact stress distribution, coolant pressure distribution, etc., shown in this work are the averaged solutions over a very short time period (~5 s) at the end of simulation time, when the pebble flow and coolant flow are at the dynamic equilibrium state.

The most important pebble flow quantities at the dynamic equilibrium state are pebble density spatial distribution and pebble velocity distribution, as these quantities have a significant impact on the pebble-coolant interaction forces. Also, the pebble density distribution further determines the fission power distribution within the core.

The axial and radial distributions of pebble packing fraction in the scaled PB-AHTR simulation is shown in Figs. 2b and 2c, respectively (the distance is measured by pebble diameter $d$). It can be seen that the pebble flow can reach its equilibrium state within a half-cycle of the pebble circulation. The axial packing distribution is calculated by uniformly dividing the core into horizontal layers and summing up the pebbles’ volume in each layer using the sphere cap volume formula. From Fig. 2b, we can see that within the cylindrical core region, pebbles show near-uniform packing density distribution with the packing fraction of ~63%. Therefore, the uniform packing fraction assumption used in PREX analysis is verified as a good approximation. However, in the PREX analysis, the packing fraction of 0.60 is used, while our result indicates a higher value. The actual packing fraction distribution in PBRs can be experimentally determined though it presents substantial challenges in reality due to the complicated reactor core behavior and limited capability of current measurement techniques. As an alternative, the coupled DEM-CFD simulation with high-fidelity models can alleviate these challenges to some extent and provide realistic values of pebble packing fraction distribution for the further thermal-hydraulic or neutronic analysis, which is one of the motivations of current research.

To calculate the radial distribution of the packing fraction, the core is uniformly divided into annular zones. The packing profile is obtained by counting the accumulative volume of pebbles in each zone using the sphere-cylinder intersection volume formula. The radial packing distribution also tends to be stable within a half-cycle of fuel circulation, like that of the axial profile, except for small fluctuations in the center of the core ($r = 0$). Compared with the static experimental result, we can see that the dynamic pebble flow with coupled fluid interaction has a similar radial packing profile, including the locations and values of the peaks and troughs near the wall. This is because both pebble flow and coolant flow move at a low speed and the whole system can be deemed as quasi-static near the maximally random jamming state.
Since the major force to drive the circulation of pebble and coolant flow is dominant along the axial direction in the system, the radial and azimuthal components of pebble velocity, fluid velocity, and fluid pressure are very small compared to the axial component. Hence, the analysis of pebble and coolant dynamic properties will mainly focus on the axial (z-component) quantity. The z-component velocity profile (azimuthally averaged $v_z$) of the pebble flow is shown in Fig. 2d. The radial distributions of $v_z$ at different heights of the cylindrical core region are plotted. Figure 2d clearly shows that pebbles with larger radial distance to the center have smaller vertical speed. This is because pebbles bear larger frictions in the region near the wall so the pebble flow becomes slower. When pebbles are closer to the conic region, such as at the entrance of the conic region $z = 99$ cm shown in Fig. 2d, pebbles move much faster at the central region than at the region near the boundary.

The axial profile of fluid vertical speed (radially and azimuthally averaged $u_z$) is shown in Fig. 3a. Governed by the fluid mass conservation Eq. (7), the fluid axial speed is almost constant in the pebble bed cylindrical region where the axial distribution of pebble packing fraction is near uniform. By choosing the same material properties as in PREX, our simulation predicts a total hydraulic head loss of $\Delta h_{\text{total}} = 5.6$ cm water at the top of the cylindrical core region, which is very close to the experimental measurement at $\Delta h_{\text{total}} = 5.5$ cm water in PREX (Ref. 25). This demonstrates the high fidelity of the developed methodology in simulating the coolant flow for PBRs. The total hydraulic head loss is the difference between total pressure drop $\Delta p_{\text{total}}$ and elevation-induced pressure drop $\Delta p_{\text{elev}}$, which are plotted as functions of distance to inlet in Fig. 3b.

III.B. HTR-10 Design Simulation

Different from buoyancy-driven pebble flow in PB-AHTR, gravity-driven pebble flow is present in the helium gas-cooled reactors. A typical design is the HTR-10 reactor system, where the reactor core has a radius of 90 cm ($R = 15d$) and a height of 252 cm, with a 45-deg conic bottom and
cylindrical chute. In the simulation, a total of 30000 pebbles are randomly generated within the core using the collective dynamics-based initialization algorithm,\textsuperscript{21} with the initial packing fraction of \textasciitilde61\%. During recirculation, pebbles are released from the bottom of the reactor through the chute while new pebbles are inserted at the top. Meanwhile, helium gas coolant enters at high pressure from the top and leaves at the bottom, with the boundary conditions of constant velocity inlet and constant pressure outlet. The side view of the reactor is shown in Fig. 4a (generated by ParaView), and the physical parameters for the pebbles and coolant are listed in Table II. Since the thermal effect is not considered in this work, a uniform temperature of \( T = 600 \, ^{\circ}\text{C} \) is assumed in the HTR-10. The dynamic equilibrium state is reached within 0.5\( T_{\text{cyl}} \) from the initial configuration, where \( T_{\text{cyl}} \) is \textasciitilde10.5 days measured in CPU time (1400 s measured in physical time). The simulation stops at 1.5\( T_{\text{cyl}} \), and averaged solutions over the last 5 s are obtained.

Table II: Pebble and Coolant Physical Properties for HTR-10 Simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pebble</th>
<th>Radius</th>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>Young’s Modulus</th>
<th>Friction Coefficient</th>
<th>Poisson Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pebble</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 cm</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>10(^9)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Helium Coolant*</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Dynamic Viscosity</th>
<th>Specific Heat</th>
<th>Mass Flow Rate</th>
<th>Outlet Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.65 kg/m(^3)</td>
<td>3.86E-5 Pa·s</td>
<td>5.19E3 J/kg·K</td>
<td>4.32 kg/s</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*at 600 degrees Celsius, 3MPa.

(a) Simulation geometry

(b) Pebble trajectory
Typical pebble trajectories are shown in Fig. 4b. Seven pebbles start at approximately the same height but at different radial positions. The subsequent positions are recorded with equal time increment \( \Delta t = 200 \text{ s} \). Although the pebble distribution and interpebble collision have a stochastic nature, the pebble flow exhibits an ordered streamline flow pattern within the core. Moreover, due to the identical time interval between two neighboring recorded positions along a trajectory, Fig. 4b implies that the \( z \)-component of the pebble velocity \( v_z \) is almost uniform within the cylindrical core region, independent of the radial position except for the region near the wall. For pebbles near the wall, the vertical speed becomes slightly slower due to the higher frictions, as shown in Fig. 4c. Different from the pebble behavior in the cylindrical core region, pebbles within the conic outlet region show faster speeds at small radial positions than at large radial positions, as shown in Fig. 4c at the entrance of the conic region \( z = 132 \text{ cm} \). In the previous DEM-only simulation for annular geometry by Rycroft et al.,\(^5\) the inner cylindrical guide ring and the pebble flow within the ring have similar cross-sectional geometry as HTR-10 (\( R = 14.5d \)). The \( v_z \) profile given by Rycroft et al. also exhibits approximate uniformity in the cylindrical region and non-uniformity in the conic region. This shows that the characteristics of pebble trajectory and vertical speed distribution are not changed with
the presence of coolant flow in HTR-10 design.

For HTR-10 or other larger geometries, such as PBMR-400, tens or hundreds of thousands of pebbles are stacked within the reactor core. One crucial design issue is the material strength of the graphite, since the contact stress on the pebbles at the bottom of the reactor could be as high as the graphite maximum yield strength. To investigate this issue, the distribution of the maximum normal contact stress on each pebble throughout the core and the outlet region is calculated and shown in Fig. 4d. The global maximum pebble contact stress can be calculated according to Eq. (16) as follows:

\[
\max_{i=1,2,..,N} (p_{n,i}) = \frac{1}{\pi} \left[ \frac{6 \max(F_{n,i}) E^2}{(1 - \nu^2) r^2} \right]^{1/3},
\]

where \( F_{n,i} \) is the normal contact force onto the \( i \)th pebble and parameters \( E \) and \( \nu \) are the pebble Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio, listed in Table II. Figure 4d shows that the global maximum value occurs near the wall close to the top of the conic region, with the stress value of 18.92 MPa, though the mean average contact stress around this region is <10 MPa. In the molecular dynamics method-based pebble flow simulation (pebble discharge case) by Lee,9 the global maximum normal contact stress also occurred near this region. As for commercial graphite, the compressive strength has the order of 100 MPa,27 hence, the material failure of fuel pebbles is not a great concern in the PBR design, at least for the HTR-10 design under the study.

The distribution of pebble packing fraction in the cylindrical core region is shown in Figs. 4e and 4f. The average pebble packing fraction is 63.4%, while this value is 63.0% in the pebble-flow-only simulation result presented by Rycroft et al.5 To verify this discrepancy, we perform simulations of pebble flow only (using DEM), and the resultant pebble packing fraction distributions are also presented in Figs. 4e and 4f, denoted as “uncoupled solutions.” Our uncoupled (DEM-only) simulation shows that an average of packing fraction of 62.9% is obtained, which is consistent with the result presented by Rycroft et al.5 It can be seen that coupled flow simulations lead to higher packing fraction in the core region and smaller oscillation in radial packing fraction distribution than those predicted by uncoupled pebble flow simulations. This difference can be attributed to the densification effect of the downward helium flow. The drag force from the helium gas provides additional driving force in addition to the gravity on the downward pebble flow and increases the pebble packing density. To substantiate the strong effect from the drag force, a qualitative analysis can be provided. Based on the parameters provided in Table II, it can be calculated that the average superficial speed along the z-direction in HTR-10 is \( u_0 = 1.03 \text{ m/s} \), and by using the average porosity of \( \varepsilon_0 = 0.366 \) within the core, the average Reynolds number is \( \text{Re} \sim \rho \cdot u_0 \cdot d \cdot \varepsilon_0 / \mu \sim 1000 \). Based on Eq. (14), the average drag force can be estimated as:

\[
F_{d0} \sim 0.5 \cdot 0.44 \cdot \rho \cdot u_0^2 \cdot \varepsilon_0^2 \cdot \pi r^2 \cdot f(k_0) \sim 0.08 \text{ N}.
\]

Compared with the gravitational force of a pebble (2.05N), the fluid force cannot be neglected, although it is not as significant as that in the PB-AHTR case.
The axial profiles of coolant vertical flow velocity and pressure drop within the cylinder core are shown in Fig. 5. Similar to the PB-AHTR application, due to the near-uniform axial distribution of pebble packing fraction in the cylindrical core region, the z-direction flow velocity and pressure drop distribution exhibit nearly constant and linear behavior, respectively, in this stable region in the HTR-10 case. Normally, an empirical model based on Burke-Plummer (B-P) equation was used to analyze the helium pressure drop along the axial direction in HTR-10. The B-P equation has been demonstrated as a good approximate model to predict the fluid pressure drop through a packed bed at high Reynolds numbers (Re > 1000). It is written as

\[ \frac{\Delta p}{\Delta z} = 1.75 \rho u_z^2 \frac{1 - \varepsilon}{\varepsilon^3}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)

To show the high fidelity of the developed tightly coupled multiphysics model, the HTR-10 core pressure drop is calculated based on the B-P equation using the predicted axial porosity distribution from coupled simulations. The solution is shown in Fig. 5b, denoted as “B-P”. We can see that the B-P model predicts a similar vertical pressure gradient within the bulk region as the coupled simulation. However, the difference near the inlet region is appreciable. This difference is caused by the fact that the B-P model does not account for the pebble motion, which is much more significant in the region near the inlet than that in the bulk region (~10 cm/s versus ~0.1 cm/s). This comparison shows that the B-P model underestimates the total pressure drop through the reactor core, though the porosity distribution used is from the fully coupled simulation.
Figures 4e and 4f show that coupling can bring higher pebble packing fractions in the reactor core region due to the fluid forces. Since the pebble-coolant interaction is a two-way effect, the fluid force affects the pebble distribution, and the altered pebble packing density can in turn affect the fluid properties such as the velocity and pressure. To show the coupling effect on the coolant flow behavior, simulations without coupling are performed. First, pebble flow is simulated without the presence of coolant. Then coolant flow is simulated through the pebble bed with pebbles statically packed. The radial distribution of calculated vertical fluid speed $u_z$ at $z = 160$ cm is compared with the coupled simulation as shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the pebble-fluid coupling results in a more uniform and centered vertical velocity distribution compared with the uncoupled approach. One important reason for this discrepancy is the difference in radial packing fraction distribution between the coupled and uncoupled simulations as shown in Fig. 4f: Smaller oscillation behavior of the radial packing fraction distribution in the coupled simulation causes a more uniform and centered distribution of vertical speed of coolant along the radial direction.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

Because of good balance between fidelity and efficiency, the DEM-CFD model is widely used to solve fluid-pebble systems. A fully coupled DEM-CFD methodology based on multiphysics models is developed and applied to model the pebble flow and coolant flow in two types of PBR designs. The coupling of DEM and CFD is realized through the information exchange of fluid-pebble interaction terms.

For the scaled PB-AHTR design, which is based on UC-Berkeley’s PREX, the pebble packing fraction distributions in both axial and radial directions are obtained. The pebble packing fractions in the PREX facility can be as high as that of random close packing and do not have significant changes as the recirculation process goes on. This observation indicates that although pebbles move at noticeable speeds, the pebbles in the cylindrical core region are in a stable near-jamming state from the view of packing statistics. The radial distribution of pebble vertical speed is calculated and shows
a maximum value at the center of the core. The speed gradually decreases as the radial distance increases, indicating that the wall friction has a strong impact on the pebbles of the interior region in the PREX facility due to the small core geometry. Axial coolant speed and pressure distributions are also obtained, and the 5.6-cm hydraulic loss in the core region is close to the value of 5.5 cm that is measured in the original experiment. This excellent agreement demonstrates the high fidelity of the developed methodology in analyzing the coolant flow in the PREX facility and shows the potential for application to thermal-hydraulic analysis for PBRs in the future as a practical method.

For the helium gas-cooled HTR-10, the axial and radial distributions of pebble packing fractions are calculated. Typical pebble trajectories for pebbles starting at different radial positions but the same height near the inlet are tracked until these pebbles leave the reactor core region. The trajectories from one time point to the next one with equal time interval are plotted, from which the pebbles’ vertical speed distribution can be obtained. Pebble flow presents almost uniform distributions in the pebble vertical speed along both the axial and radial directions within the cylindrical core region, similar to the distributions obtained in the single-phase pebble flow simulations done by other researchers. The radial distribution of the pebble vertical speed is also plotted and shows insignificant difference between the interior and the near-wall region compared to the PB-AHTR simulation. This is due to the relatively larger core size of HTR-10 compared to the scaled PB-AHTR facility. The wall friction has a minor effect on the pebble flow speed at the region near the wall in the HTR-10.

The relatively higher amount of pebbles within a larger geometry also brings the concern of the pebble graphite material strength. The distribution of maximum contact stress on each pebble is calculated in this paper. The results suggest that the global maximum stress occurs near the top wall of the conic outlet region, which agrees with the molecular dynamics-based single-phase pebble flow result. Since this global maximum stress is much less than the compressive yield strength of graphite, the material strength is not a practical concern in PBR designs. The stable and uniform axial pebble packing density in the cylindrical core region leads to almost constant coolant vertical speed and linear vertical pressure variation rate along the axial direction. The coupling effect brings in some noticeable alterations on the pebble packing statistics and fluid properties, such as the slightly higher packing fraction for pebbles due to the fluid-induced densification and more uniform and centered radial distribution of coolant vertical speed.

The computational CPU time for DEM calculations is the dominant factor for the overall simulation efficiency. The computation time for each DEM step is approximately $O(N)$ (Ref. 29). For a larger geometry such as the PBMR-400 design, there are >450000 pebbles within the core. It will take >2 months computational time to simulate one fuel circulation cycle using the developed coupled DEM-CFD methodology on a DELL T7500 3.6-GHz workstation without parallelization. Intensive computational demand is the biggest challenge in pebble flow or coupled pebble flow and coolant flow simulations for larger systems. However, some possible speedup techniques besides parallelization may relieve such a computational burden to some extent. For example, a group of
contiguous pebbles can be treated as a larger rigid coarse sphere,\textsuperscript{30} which will significantly reduce the total “sphere number” and hence enhance the simulation efficiency. Because of the quasi-laminar characteristics of the pebble flow, the fidelity loss of this treatment is expected to be insignificant. By combining these available speedup techniques, the CPU time for one fuel circulation cycle simulation in large PBR systems such as the PBMR-400 design could be reduced to be <1 month or even less, which is an acceptable time frame. Future work will focus on the development of simplified models to reduce the heavy computational time in the present DEM-CFD methodology for large PBR system analysis with more physics accounted for, such as thermal effect.
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